ETME/EMEC499 Prototype Rollout
Peer Evaluation Form

PROTOTYPE ROLLOUT EVALUATION GUIDELINES:

This form is to be used as a guideline for written evaluation of the status of Capstone 2 project groups. Project numbers are shown on the Capstone 2 project listing page. Evaluations to be submitted to the appropriate drop box by close of business FRIDAY April 17th.

Evaluator
(Group Number/Name doing the evaluation):

Evaluation for
(Group Number/Name being evaluated):

Names of Group Members present in group being evaluated:

1. Completed Manufacturing Functional demonstration adequate. __________pts (10 pts max)
   (Reason for deductions includes incomplete details or assembly, or insufficient demonstration.)

2. Documentation complete, correct, and on-hand for review. __________pts (10 pts max)
   This Documentation should include the following
   *Complete printed drawing set, INCLUDING any drawing updates/changes
   *Level 1 Requirements (page from draft chapter is OK)
   *Specifications (page from draft chapter is OK)
   (Deductions possible if prototype doesn’t match drawings, Level 1 requirements, and/or specifications.)

TOTAL __________pts

Notes: